
Name Message

Dawn Hello!

Tammy Good evening from sunny southwestern Arizona.

Carolyn Hello

Kelley Hello from Lawrence, Michigan!

Heidi Good evening from West Virginia!

Pam Hello from Central Lee Elementary in Iowa!

Carolyn Hello from Vancouver, WA

Betsy Hey there!

Karen Hi from Northern Alberta!

Wavey Elliott Hello its Wavey From St. Teresa's NL

Kim Hello from ND!

Sara Sara from Curacao

Julie Lewis Good afternoon from Sydney Australia

Sheri  Hi From Illinois

Laura Hello from Wisconsin

Kelly Hello from Radford, Virginia!

Polly Wolf Hello from ND

Patricia Parsons  Hello from St. Mary's County, MD.

Laurajane Hello!

Virginia Hello fro Arkansas

Gemma Hi from Ohio!

Claudia Claudia from Grover Beach, CAâ˜€ï¸•

KATHY Hello from Grimshaw, Alberta where the weather has gone from - 42 

degrees Celcius to - 2 Celcius in only a day or two.

Dawn Hello from Ketchikan, Alaska!

Jeneen Hello from Bassano

Kathleen Westrip  Hello from 50 degrees Melbourne, FL.

Kim Hi from Montana

Julie Toronto :)

Dana Elrod Dana from Georgia

Amy Miller Freezing cold - but here from Sioux Falls

Carol  Carol from Minnesota!

Madeline Hi everyone I'm with ConferringNotebook.com!

Madeline https://www.thedailycafe.com/sites/default/files/downloadable_resourc

es/TheCAFEBook_2E_Study_Guide_Notebook_WEEK3.pdf

Jody Hello from...no longer the tundra of SD...beautiful day today!

Dusty https://www.thedailycafe.com/sites/default/files/downloadable_resourc

es/TheCAFEBook_2E_Study_Guide_Notebook_WEEK3.pdf

Alyssa Hi from Canada!

Emily I am here too!

Sandy HI from NC!

Laurajane Hi Emily!  I hope all is well with you!

Emily hi laurajane!

Amy Hello from Kentucky!

Carolyn This is my second year using the online.

Carol  I LOVE the confering notebook on line!



Alyssa Paper and pencil is what I'm using, mostly because we don't have reliable 

technology in our school. I would love to try the online version

Dawn What is the cost of the online notebook?

Emily that is so awesome Carolyn and Carol!

Kim Love using the online version!

Kelley I love the online conferring notebook!

Karen I use paper-pencil

Emily so happy to hear that Kim and Kelley!

Amy Miller Still using paper and pencil here! I would love to see it as an AP.

Sandy I've been a paper pencil girl since the 1st edition of Daily 5 came out.

Sheri  LOVE LOVE LOVE the new online version! Tried the old version and went 

back to paper pencil. Tried the new version and LOVE it!!

Emily And hi Kelley! =]

Claudia using paper pencil but VERY open to online

Kim I'm just starting to use the online and I absolutely LOVE it.  Everything is 

in one place.  I can print anything I need.  I love the calendar.

Madeline ConferringNotebook.com costs $24-$39/year depending on membership 

type. If you're ever interested in trying it out you can try a 30-day trial!

Laurajane Starting to set up the online conferring notebook for coaching teachers!

Dawn Thank you Madeline!

Emily Love that Sheri!

Jody I did online years ago.  When I moved to a new district, they don't use it.  

I'm the literacy specialist and see a lot of kids.  Is there a way that if I pay 

for the CC with my own cash, can teachers somehow see my notes?  I'm 

Kelley Hi, Emily! :)

Kim I also love being able to plug in the goal and the strategy instantly.

Dawn Jody, can you print the pages off?

Claudia i just want to double check...has the audio started yet?  I'm still seeing 

Carolyn My students love meeting with me and the one-on-one attention.

Polly Wolf Caudia click on the play arrow

Carol  Yes it has Claudia.  Try to reconnect.

Dawn Claudia, yes the audio has started.

Jody If that's an option, you bet!

Emily Dawn that is a great idea to share student notes with someone who does 

not have a ConferringNotebook membership

Heidi After reading the chapter, I think I am ready to take the leap to online.  I 

have been lugging two binders for both of my classes.  My only question 

is that I have two different classes, and I want to keep them separate.  Is 

Carol  You will love it!

Jody Can you do running records somewhere in the CC?

Emily Joy. so either you can print off reports to share woth another person or if 

they have a membership you can share students with them to see notes 

Claudia Thank you...I refreshed and there it is!

Carolyn Heidi, I'm pretty sure you can set up two rosters, but I'm not certain.

Carol  I would like to know if two rosters can be set up also.

Polly Wolf I am an instructional coach and we are implementing the conferring 

notebook. Can we do that without using CAFE?



Madeline Heidi-you can add an unlimited number of students and your class list is 

organized alphabetically so we recommend labeling your students with a 

lead number or letter ie add a letter or number in front of all students in 

Polly Wolf Thanks Emily. We are just implementing Daily 5 and Guided reading  We 

needed a confering notebook so only made sense to use CAFE. Maybe 

Madeline Jody- great question there isn't the ability to do running records at this 

Sara I love the online coffering notebook. I would love to be able to upload my 

standards so that I can choice them as easily as  picking from the CAFE.

Emily Polly. yes you can save your own custom goals and strategies instead of 

the CAFE goals and strategies that preload into dropdowns. let us know if 

Amy Miller Sara that would be awesome!!!

Dawn Neat idea, Sarah!

Carol  I agree with Sara, it is hard to go back and forth.

Madeline Sara- we're working on the ability for you to add your own custom 

strategies to use during conferring similar to the pre-populated CAFE 

Sara Thank you!

Carolyn I would like the ability to drag and drop my students' appointments if I 

need to change their appointment. Sometimes a student is absent on the 

Kim I LOOOOOVE the self populating concept between the 

calendar/conferring and the Keeping Track form.  Saves a lot of time and I 

Sara Me too Kim! One of my favorite features!

Madeline Carolyn-we're actually working on that feature too! love the ease it 

would create to drag and change the meeting date. You can also click on 

a meeting on the calendar to open it where you can change the date. Its 

Sara Carolyn I was thinking the same! Happy to see they are working on it!

Sara love thiss idea!

Julie Do you have templates of filled in curriculum calendars for each grade 

level with state or provincial standards so that we don't have to start 

from scratch each year? (specially for new teachers who are 

Sara I just started the online notebook and I am not sure how to add reading 

Kim Is the curriculum calendar in the online version?  Not finding it.

Carol  I wish the behaviors were also listed on the drop down menu.

Lisa The behaviors are there are believe...just scroll all the way down?

Kathi Sorry I am late!  I will re-look at the video I missed.  I love using the online 

conferring notebook as it keeps track of everything that I enter for each 

Linda  what page is readiness skills for k on

Kathi Where is the 'explain, think, etc." from the paper and pencil on the online 

Carol  Sara, go to reading level data, click take a snapshot. Then edit all reading 

Sara Thank you Carol. I will try it out.

Emily Sara. Here is a tutorial showing how to edit all student reading levels at 

once 

https://www.conferringnotebook.com/support/tutorial_walkthrough.ph

p?post_title=bulkEditReadingLevel and if you email us at 

Madeline Kim- the curriculum calendar isn't on conferringnotebook.com but you 

can download a fillable copy at TheDailyCAFE.com here 

Sara Thanks Emily!

Amy Miller I love that I can use all devices -- very nice!



Carol  Thanks Lisa!  I see them now!

Lisa Hahaha  I totally type faster; that's another reason I love the online 

Kathi Also, is there the Cognitive Process list on the online notebook?

Emily Same Lisa!

Polly Wolf Page 19 is the Checklist

Sheri  My question too Kathi :)

Dawn Is there a Daily Math online notebook or is it part of the one we are 

Madeline Kathi-that is a brand new learning in the new CAFE book and we're 

working on implementing the ability to choose those instructional 

Sara Love using the online coffering for Math!

Lisa I did the paper notebook for years; I inevitably ran out of copies in the 

Kathi Math is on the online notebook - just click on the subject you want.

Carolyn Dawn, you can confer for all subjects with the online version.

Emily Yes Kathi!

Dawn Thank you, Kathi! I will have to check out the online version.

Lisa I have a co-teacher!  Collaboration is awesome on conferring notebook

Emily Awesome Lisa!

Kathi Thanks, Madeline. I hope to see the cognitive processes soon...it's a 

wonderful way to keep track of that for each student, too.

Kathi You are welcome, Dawn!  :)

Claudia I LOVE having an easier way to communicate with colleagues!  I'm an 

intervention teacher so this is AMAZING!

Polly Wolf How much does the online cost

Emily That is so great to hear Claudia!

Lisa I want to encourage everyone to jump in and try the online conferring 

Teresa One of the problems that I have encountered, is that our school board 

has to approve any online platform that we would like to use when we 

Madeline Definitely thanks Kathi!

Emily Polly. ConferringNotebook.com costs $24-$39/year depending on 

membership type. If you're ever interested in trying it out you can try a 

Katie Does each teacher have to have their own membership in order to 

Dusty https://www.thedailycafe.com/content/conferring-notebook-tour-and-

Kathi I love the online version as it is so portable and I can access it anywhere 

Kim Don't worry about the trial.  Just pay for it.  I joined paid for it last week 

and it has already improved my efficiency and made it so much easier to 

keep track and plan.  You don't have to flip back and forth in your 

notebook to different kids.  You can see all your notes quickly and it has 

Sheryl We use the online conferring notebook. We share our students and can 

see the conferring notes. Which we love! However if we each use our 

own log in we can't see eachother'sDaily Check In. Are we doing 

Emily Teresa. Send us an email at info@conferringnotebook.com and we can 

talk about what your school board approval process requires.

Carol  If you need more than one group--put the number before the name of 

the student and they will be in alphabetical order but in groups.

Patricia Parsons  I just signed up and it said the membership started, and to go ahead and 

log in.  I did that and received the message that the membership has not 

started yet.  Am I doing something wrong or is there a period of time that 



Madeline Katie- yes the program allows you to share students and having separate 

memberships allows you to see which teacher met with the student and 

Lisa difficult to change what you do not measure!

Dawn I have an old picture of what NOT (from  my 1st yr.) to do with the 

notebook. I almost need a wagon to lug the thing around. It is huge!

Sara My school wants to purchase a subscription for the online conferring 

notebook, but I am still under my 30 day free membership. Do we need 

Kathi Before writing everything down, I really didn't know where my students 

were in their reading comprehension.  I also only really heard them read 

aloud a few times each trimester.  Now, I hear them all the time and I 

Amy Miller Conferring Notebook on line sounds like a great tool--  way more 

organized than my notes!  LOL. I AGREE with you to DAWN!

Emily Sheryl. the sharing is focused on conferring notes. do you collaborate 

Polly Wolf Do you have district rates

Madeline Sara- you can renew at any time and it will add a year to the end of your 

Emily Patricia. email us at info@conferringnotebook.com and we will help you 

Sara Okay thanks.

Heidi Does the replay come to your email or do you need to go to the site?

Kelley Thank you! Excited to do even more with the online conferring notebook 

and very excited to see you next week! 

Amy Miller I have a question that is OFF topic-- just curious...will there be a 

certificate with signatures available when the book study is over?

Lisa Yes, I don't think you can collaboratively do the check in's .  My co-

teacher and I have been looking to do that, but cannot

Polly Wolf Thanks for posting the next day too.

Laurajane I will see you on Monday Gail!

Pam Thank you Gail and Allison!

Kim Is it possible to see the student's reading level when you have the 

Dusty The replay is sent via email 12 hours after tonight's session.

Madeline Polly-we have group discounts depending on how many accounts you 

would like to purchase. Here's the page with the pricing levels - scroll to 

Teresa Alison can you see me?  I have both chocolate and water!

Amy Thank you so much.  I have been thinking about getting a subscription to 

the conferring notebook.  Definitely going to look into the free trial.

Claudia i literally learn something new each week!  THANK YOU!

Karen Thank you!  Wonderful as usual!

Madeline Kim- we recently received that request and are working to have it added 

Linda  thank you so much!!!

Sheri  I'm still not getting replay or Getting Ready forms in my email. What do I 

Kathi Thank you so very much for this wonderful book study!

The Daily  CAFE AHHH!  Hi Teresa!  I see you! 

Sheryl Emily yes. We team 2nd through 5th grade and need torack regardless of 

who is the lead teacher at that point.

Carol  Thank you!

Emily Sheri send us an email and we will help get the emails sorted out.

Kim Thanks Madeline!

Sheri  Thank you!



Dusty The guides and replays can be found here: 

https://www.thedailycafe.com/content/cafe-book-expanded-second-

Madeline You bet Kim!

Teresa Thank you AGAIN< 3 Always a great evening

Emily Sheryl. Thank you for sharing that. we will look into thus.

Amy Miller it was -25 here in South Dakota this weekend!!!  LOL

Dawn Thank you, Ladies!

Sara Thank you! Love what you guys are doing!


